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Production levels in India’s industries appear to be hitting a roadblock amid what the

government has described in the Union Budget as an ‘overall, sharp rebound and

recovery of the economy’ reflecting the ‘country’s strong resilience’. Factory output as

measured by the Index of Industrial Production (IIP) fell for the fourth straight month in

December 2021 to a 10-month low of 0.4%, compared to the same month in 2020.

While the Omicron variant had become a worry by then, its impact was limited to

contact-intensive services sectors with no restrictions posed on manufacturing activity.

From a nearly 13% year-on-year growth in August 2021, thanks to a low COVID-19

lockdown-hit base, the IIP growth has tapered off every passing month — from 4.35% in

September to 4% in October to just 1.3% in November. It may be recalled that by

September 2020, most of the lockdown restrictions that could have plagued factories

had been eased, so perhaps some labour force gaps and the shock to confidence and

demand were the only hiccups for production managers. It was believed that those

hiccups had been largely overcome after the deadly second wave receded in 2021. If

that were indeed the case, industrial output should have seen a sharper pick-up in the

last four months of 2021 than the mere 2.5% monthly average, particularly with festive

season demand in play. That January’s GST collections, reflecting activity in December,

hit a fresh record may suggest all is well, but tax revenues also get bumped up by

inflation and quarterly filing options for smaller taxpayers. Moreover, GST revenues from

imports of goods have been persistently rising faster than revenues from domestic

transactions that include services imports. What makes the trend even harder to

decipher is the volatility in month-on-month IIP numbers – since August, the overall

index has alternated between a contraction and expansion every month, even as the

percentage year-on-year growth has steadily collapsed.

The Economy Survey for 2021-22 seemed to be describing a different landscape when it

stated that a nascent private investment recovery is expected to accelerate as corporate

profits and capital raising actions have boomed. “Expected increase in private

consumption levels will propel capacity utilisation, thereby fuelling private investment

activity,” it said, citing an RBI survey that signals rising investor optimism and expansion

in production in the upcoming quarters. Economists believe the IIP prints suggest that

the Budget’s bet that public capital spending will catalyse a consumption- and

investment-led recovery, is on a weak footing. Manufacturing actually shrank in

December, with capital goods (reflecting investment activity) contracting by a sharp

4.6% from 2020 levels and staying below pre-pandemic levels. Consumer durables saw

a fourth consecutive month of contraction, while even non-durables tanked after a few

months of insipid growth. With high commodity costs cramping producers, consumers

still in cautious mode and the threat of a steep fuel price hike looming after March 10’s

election results, the going isn’t likely to get smoother any time soon. That the central

bank remains in growth-accommodative mode while the world is changing gears to

tackle inflation, indicates its concern about the durability and quality of India’s recovery.

The government must urgently reboot its rose-tinted assessment of the economy and

recalibrate its approach so that the ‘on-paper’ optimism is reflected in billowing factory

chimneys.



FOR SOMETHING
IT REMAINS A GROUP OF FRIENDS WHO SHARE MANY THINGS,

BUT NOT A COMMON ENEMY
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The Quad Ministerial meeting in Melbourne, meant to set the stage for a meeting by the

leaders of Australia, India, Japan and the U.S. later this year in Tokyo, ended with

outcomes that showcased its “positive agenda” in the Indo-Pacific region. From plans to

deliver more than a billion vaccine doses — India-made with U.S. funding and

distributed through Japanese and Australian networks — and donate another 1.3 billion

doses around the world; to prepare for an Indo-Pacific Clean Energy Supply Chain

Forum to tackle climate change; to further a “Quad vision” for technology governances

and safe and transparent 5G systems, and to launch humanitarian assistance and

disaster relief operations, the Quad is, in the words of the joint statement issued, “more

effective in delivering practical support to the region”. Despite being the only one of the

Quad partners that deals with hostile land-neighbours, India was also able to insert a

reference to fighting “cross-border” terrorism, and condemnation of the 26/11 attack and

Pathankot attacks. The bonhomie between the Ministers shows a growing level of

comfort with the principles behind the grouping of democratic countries, to support

regional countries’ efforts to advance a “free and open Indo-Pacific”. That Quad

members have thus far avoided institutionalising their grouping, and that they have not

“militarised” it, is to their credit. In addition, despite Beijing’s sharp criticism of the

grouping, Quad members chose not to name China directly as the joint statement

spoke of ensuring a rules-based order and respect for sovereignty and building a region

“free from coercion”.

However, while the grouping is strong on all these precepts, there are obvious

differences in the practice of their vision for the Indo-Pacific region and the world in

general. The situation in Myanmar was mentioned, but External Affairs Minister S.

Jaishankar made it clear that while India supports a restoration of democracy, it does

not support western “national” sanctions. The meeting took place in the shadow of the

growing Russia-NATO tensions over Ukraine, but it seemed evident that Mr. Jaishankar

did not share U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken’s assessment of an imminent

“invasion”. New Delhi chose not to join the decision by the U.S., Japan and Australia to

tell their citizens to evacuate immediately from Ukraine; nor was any mention of the

situation allowed into the joint statement. Mr. Jaishankar’s strong tone the next day at a

press conference (dominated by questions on Russia), on China’s amassing of troops at

the border with India was also a subtle reminder to Quad partners that while they may

have similar concerns and share many core values, they do not have an identical world

view, and the Quad remains very much a grouping that is “for something, not against

somebody”.


